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WHOLESALER-DISTRIBUTOR COMMENTS ON LIFO REPEAL PROPOSAL
We have used LIFO for many years. Our current LIFO reserves are $30 million.
Repeal of LIFO would cost us approximately $12 million in additional taxes for
the reversal of our accumulated reserves. LIFO currently contributes almost $2
million each year in positive cash flow which would be lost immediately. On
average this is going to require us to replace this cash flow; and more than
likely the replacement of cash flow is going to come from reductions in jobs,
either existing or potential new jobs. Since this $2 million is an annual
impact, and in conjunction with the loss of the $12 million on current LIFO
reserves, that is a total loss of over $52 million over the 20 year period. The
$2 million annual impact is going to mean we are going to have to reduce, or not
create, jobs to a degree of magnitude of approximately 25 to 30. In addition,
the loss of cash flow over the 20 year amortization period will result in another
8 to 10 jobs being lost or not created. The combined loss of jobs is 30 to 40.
Somehow I think the jobs are more valuable than a one-time $100 bill in an
unemployed person's pocket.

I run a $120 million family owned supply business and we would be affected
significantly. As an example, last year we recorded $800,000 of an increase to
our LIFO reserve. Without this we would have paid an additional $320,000 in
taxes. Our LIFO reserve is approx. $2.5 million at this time. It doesn't
look like the current LIFO reserve would immediately be converted to earnings
(this would be a huge burden), but going forward it could significantly affect
our taxes paid and would probably hinder our ability to do the following: share
health care costs, contribute to our Profit Sharing Plan and possibly hinder our
acquisition strategy and reduction of debt.

LIFO is vital to the ongoing success and survival of our Company ... The tax
benefits allow us to remain in the market ... In fact, without those savings, we
would have to drop our employee 401k plan, slow our growth, and possibly even
retract our employee count ... None of which can be good for the economy.

New tax burden would result in the loss of profits used to employ two people....two jobs lost.

The impact on our customers would be severe. It would be reasonable to assume
that many of our larger automotive customers would be unable to withstand the tax
burden, and would be forced to seek bankruptcy protection. So whereas the
initial tax loss would be painful for our company, our industry can expect
wholesale customer failure, the resulting financial default, and perhaps a broad
based industry wide failure at the service center level as well.

We have 18 employees and our sales the last few years have been in the $4.5
million range. Our lifo reserve is $595,000.00; if we had to pay taxes on this,
the hit would be very significant.
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Repeal of LIFO would cost our business $6 million (approx.) in taxes and
recapture. On an annualized basis, we would lose $700k. In addition, we would
be forced to cut costs (JOBS!!!)

It would change how we value our inventory and reflect negatively tax wise. This would cost us money coming directly
from the bottom line and would affect future hiring and expenditures.
We would carry less inventory and that might further cripple manufactures in this state. Probably need less people
employed having less inventory to manage. Would also slow economy as we would be buying less inventory to hold.
Major adjustment to inventory valuations resulting in a large increase in taxable profits thus I would have to scale back
expansion plans for next 3 years that include a large addition to my facility and an increase estimated to be 12 additional
jobs.

To repeal the LIFO method of inventory evaluation would put a very heavy burden on our company. Many of the items in
our inventory are slow moving and this causes the replacement cost to erode the profit we thought we made. The LIFO
inventory method helps insulate us from that loss. To lose this method will affect our ability to be competitive and ability
to grow. This of course means fewer people employed.

Less capital investment in our business which would ultimately impact on our future growth, profitability and
employment.

Impact would deter our company's future growth initiatives which would result in the lack of creation of new jobs and
possible reduction in current workforce

IF WE HAD TO PAY THE TAX ON OUR LIFO RESERVE WE WOULD HAVE TO PAY OVER $1,000,000.00.
THIS WOULD PUT US OUT OF BUSINESS

Higher taxes would cause us to reduce staff and/or benefits to staff in order to remain competitive.

Our taxes in times of inflation would be increased. These additional taxes could cost jobs and reduced inventory which
could result in lost orders. Lost orders could result in closing a twenty-two year old companies. With all the other barriers
small businesses face, the last thing we need is more to bear.

It will suck us down financially and cause us to consider our current level of employment...I would assume that most
business owners will do the same

The loss of the ability to use LIFO as a method of valuing our inventory could have potentially a grave impact on our
ongoing business. Our company has almost 300 employees in three states and the additional potential tax liability could be
crippling.

If LIFO is repealed,this would stop our growth of new locations and additional employment
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My employees would suffer as I would not be able to continue their benefits at the level I currently do. I would
have to pass on all health insurance costs to them as well as reconsider how I match and contribute funds to their
401(k). Also, layoffs or reduced work weeks to cover the financial impact would have to be considered. There
would not be any pay increases if I had to pay my reserve back quickly. The impact in this stagnet area would be
almost impossible to overcome.

It would ruin us.

The tax impact would be a significant drag on our profitability which would most likely translate into smaller salary
increases and reduced benefits to our employees.

The ability to lessen the inflation driven tax burden of our inventory will allow us to invest in new employees and capital
expense projects feuling economic growth in our region. A higher tax burden would significantly impact our expansion
plans in the future. If we had to use FIFO our willingness to invest in those actions would be curtailed or stopped,
especially since much of our inventory costs are heavily impacted by oil dependent products and steel products,the
segments that are inflating the most.

$500,000 in additional taxes. Increase in interest to pay for taxes and certainly an impact on our ability to hire and care for
our employees.

The repaeal of LIFO acounting would cost me a minimum of $50,000 a year in additional taxes and would force me to
either lay off one or two people and/or cut the amount of inventory I carry to a dangerous level..

We would have to reverse our current LIFO reserve and pay tax of over $1.6 million. This tax burden would impede our
human and physical capital expansion plans.

Significant detrimental impact on cash flow related to inflation in the cost of raw materials. Cash flow would be diverted
from expansion and job creation.

Significant impact on earnings and tax liability, which would have a negative impact on profitability and cash flow, thus
limited the amount of reinvestment we could do (i.e., capital expenditures, new hires).

Our Lifo reserve is currently over $2,000,000. Eliminating LIFO would cripple our firm. We have 135 full time and 20
part time employees.

Negative effect on wages/bonuses paid, leave less money for investing back into business.

Higher taxes for a struggling privately held business that supplies 350 jobs in rural _________ , which lost all 7 textile
factories to overseas competition in the past 15 years.

Lifo repeal would cause us to pay taxes totaling approximately $50 to $60 million. These are funds that we currently have
invested in the business to help provide jobs to our associates.
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We would lose working capital that could slow our growth plans and employment

Unfortunatly our poeple are our biggest expense, I am sure it would cost some of my employees their jobs.

WE WOULD EXPERIENCE A LARGE INCREASE IN OUR TAXES, WHICH MIGHT RESULT IN LAYOFFS OF
PERSONNEL

a tax liability of over $350,000. which will hurt cash flow and we will cut our employment

Our LIFO reserve is currently about $1.7 million. If we were forced to recapture the reserve as income the resulting tax
bill would wipe out about half of our net worth and put a severe squeeze on our cash flow. I don't know if we could
survive that since we would then be in violation of our bank covenants that relate to our bank debt. For us it would be
diasterous.

More critical on employee expenses, ie, medical bebefits,pay raises & possibly job/s.

The impact would be devastating, probably forcing us out of business. Rather than being able to fund our inventory with
our own resources, a liquidation of LIFO inventory would require us to borrow, which in our difficult economic climate
would push us into annual losses, and force the sale or liquidation of the company. This is not a worse case scenario, but a
likely, if not certain outcome, if we were forced to liquidate our LIFO inventory.

Devastaing. We would have the potential of future growth severly impacted as funds earmarked for growth would have to
be diverted to paying taxes so we would not be able to add any new jobs and probably would have to consider cutting
back on some of the positions we have as the money would not be there to be able to pay our employees.

Assuming repeal means that catching up is required I would expect an out of pocket tax hit at the time of repeal of approx.
$500,000 and an ongoing yearly hit of approx. $100,000 to $150,000 per year. This would require us to reduce
employment just to stay even and I suspect we force us to eliminate approx. 3 family wage jobs. Further we would have to
reduce spending on new product development.

WE HAVE USED FOR LAST 22 YEARS WE HAVE A RESERVE OF APPR 750,000. THIS ADDITIONAL
INVESTMENT THE TAX PAYMENT WOULD PUT US UNDER.

Significant impact on additional tax liability, which would influence our decision on hiring additional personnel and/or
investing in additional equipment.

Repeal of LIFO would have a devastating impact on our operations by depleting our working capital. It could cost jobs, or
cause us to cease operations

Significant annual expense increase that would add nothing. We would have to cut employment to cover the cost.
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Our company has been on LIFO inventory valuation for over 45 years. The repeal of LIFO could very possibly have such
an huge impact that we may be forced to close our doors putting over 30 individuals employed in Pennsylvania & Ohio
out of work.

In this thin-margin distribution business, the recapture of my LIFO Reserve would be financially devastating. At least, it
would severely hinder my ability to grow and add jobs. At worst it could cause me to shut down the business due to the
heavy tax bite and loss of financing from restating my fincancial statements and now being out of compliance with loan
covenants.

The immediate impact would be an additional tax burden of $560,000. While Congress may find this appealing, this gain
would be very short term as the only way for us to pay for this additional tax liability would be to restrict hiring and salary
increases for our employees and reduced capital investment.

Repeal of the LIFO inventory valuation method would have a material impact on our business. It would severly impact our
ability to grow our business and thus our ability to generate more revenue and profits. This would also limit our ability to
grow our employee group.

AS A WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR UTILIZING THE LIFO ACCOUNTING METHOD THE REPEAL OF SUCH
WOULD HAVE A DEVASTAING EFFECTON THIS COMPANY. OUR INDUSTRY IS NOT A HIGH
MARGIN/HIGH PROFIT INDUSTRY AND TO REPEAL LIFO WOULD DECREASE OUR EMPLOYEE COUNT BY
UP TO THREE PEOPLE OR ABOUT 4.5% OF OUR WORKFORCE.

A negative hit to our bottom line of close to $200K. Most likely resulting in layoffs, pay freezes and possible sale of
company (privately held since 1857)

The LIFO reserve has allowed us to grow from $400,000 to $12,500,000 in sales over the past 33 years. It allowed us to
increase our payroll from 5 to 52 employees, to sponsor a 401K program, pay for 1/2 of our employees health care and
keep 95% of them year round even though we are a very seasonal business. I do not think we would servive having to pay
the taxes that elimintation of LIFO would mandate without cutting the size of our business at least by half.

TERRIBLE. LAYOFFS, INVENTORY REDUCTIONS, NO NEW EXPENDITURES; SOFTWARE, TRUCKS, ETC.
.
If our company is forced to recover our entire LIFO reserve at the current tax rates it would cost us more than our total net
income over the past three years combined.

Repeal of LIFO would have a devastating impact on my business and in fact might threaten our very survival in these
difficult times.

We have used the LIFO method for years. WOuld the back taxes be due now?? If so, it could possibly cause us to have to
close and lose our business.
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Our company would be worse-off economically and our accounting methods less conservative were we to switch from
LIFO to some other inventory valuation methodology. From an economic standpoint, we would have to pay income tax
(state and federal) on unrealized, inventory profits caused solely by price inflation in the products we distribute--an
occurrence that provides us with little or no economic benefit. We would experience negative cash flow equal to our total
effective income tax rate times our LIFO reserve, which has grown dramatically due to unprecedented, and perhaps
unsustainable, increases in the prices of products containing copper, steel and polyvinylchloride (PVC). Since our
company is a net borrower on a daily basis, we would be forced to borrow the funds to pay the resulting income taxes,
thereby permanently increasing our debt level and associated interest expense. This situation is akin to having to draw
down on a home equity line to pay the tax on the appreciation of your house because you've never received any cash from
the "profits" resulting from the rise in your home's value. From an accounting standpoint, LIFO is superior to both the
FIFO and average cost inventory valuation methods since it provides better matching of current revenues to current
replacement costs. In short, the original reasons for allowing companies to use LIFO for tax (and book) purposes still
exist. It is unfair and should, therefore, be against public policy to tax unrealized profits, which are locked-up in inventory
in our case. And matching current revenues and costs provides the readers of financial reports a more conservative view of
company performance with which to make investment decisions.

Our primary product lines are steel and steel products, copper, and other commodity based products. Throughout the last
thirty years or more, our company was able to set aside LIFO reserves during the inflationary period when it was first
adopted in the 1970's, and again during the last three years. We have opened new branches, expanded into new lines of
business, made new alliances with suppliers and customers and hired new employees. We have also paid our people well.
This is what a strong economy is based upon. If we were required to take our LIFO reserve to income, it would negatively
affect our cash flow, our borrowing base with our bank, potentially our compliance with loan covenants, and perhaps most
significantly our ability to provide commitments to either suppliers or customers in anything but the shortest terms. In
other words, it would make the owners hold their cards more tightly to their vests, and thereby depress the growth
potential of our business. Also, since our customers are ultimately construction contractors and builders, market price
volatility would pass through to them much more severely, because we would lose many of our competitive advantages
that allow us to make longer term commitments to them. Ultimately, LIFO provides a buffer against price volatility, not
only for our company, but for all companies who use it. Without this buffer, we would have much more difficulty
budgeting sales and profits, particularly in periods of volatility such as the one we are in now. In a period of rapid price
deflation in steel, if and when it comes, the impact would be very damaging to our currently very strong company. LIFO
helps us adjust to these market shifts more smoothly. In fact, eliminating LIFO would amplify the volatility.

DEVASTATING...WE ARE ON THE THIN LINE AS IT IS DUE TO THE ECONOMY HERE. WE WOULD
PROBABLY NOT BE ABLE TO STAY IN BUSINESS

Repeal would have a detrimental impact on our company's ability to continue in business based on the razor thin margins
we are currently trying to survive on in this industry. The real loss of revenues would be the loss of taxes currently being
paid by the more than 300 employees who will be put back on unemployment line.

The loss of the use of the LIFO method is going cost our company cash and that cash will have to be funded with the
reductions in other expenditures. That will mean either lower levels of capital will be available for investment, or we will
reduce the work force, or both. As a distributor, wages make up our second largest expenditure behind product cost. In
addition to potentially reducing current employment levels, the loss of LIFO will reduce future job growth since the
incremental LIFO benefit helps to fund those new jobs. We currently have LIFO reserves of over $30 million, and our
annual incremental benefit is approaching $5 million. That is the equivalent of 50 $100,000 jobs from just the annual
benefit.

It would stop us from growing this year and retard or eliminate our growth significantly in the future. We are now
contemplating a budget for next year which includes added payroll for our small community of about $500,000 and a
$4,000,000 building project. Those things would have to be put on indefinite hold, possibly inducing a downward spiral
for our family owned company and its 90 employees.
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It would be devastating, as the reduction in earnings would impact our 400 employees, and it would prohibit us from
investing and adding new employees at the rate we have over the past 5 years. In addition, it would not allow us to
inventory as much product, and it would affect the service levels we offer our customers and possibly affect the overall
health of our business, and thus slow our growth.

Paying taxes on over 1,000,000 of LIFO researve. We haven't made enough money in the last 3 years combined to pay
them.

We are a company that must reinvest all of the positive cash flows to expend our business. Some of our projects will be
cancelled. In addition i am getting really fed up with the constant changes, how am i suppose to plan anything with the
absolute insanitity that is going on back there. It is impossible to plan long term for anything.

Our company is an ESOP. We have been using LIFO for approximately 30 years. If the repeal of LIFO escalated our
"deferred tax liability", it would bankrupt the company.

We would have a roughly $12 million tax liability immediately which would represent about 20% of our FIFO net worth.
This would cripple us as far as the hiring and expansion plans we currently have and create an impairment for years
afterwards until we could recover. We are planning on adding approximately 200 jobs in the next year to our existing 650.
So we are planning major expansion for our size. Additionally distribution jobs within our industry are not easily moved
overseas! They are good paying jobs with benefits for Americans right here in the U.S.A.

We would take a substantial loss of earnings. This would force a stop to any further job creation in our 13 Western state
egion. The net effect will be extremely detrimental to our company and it's economic future.

We have used LIFO since the early 80's and have built up a substantial LIFO reserve due to significant cost increases
during this time. If use of LIFO were to be ended, we would be faced with a significant tax hit that could severely injure
our company's ability to operate. I would likely have to cut back operations and definitely have to cut personnel.

Higher taxes on a privately held family business that employs 400 workers in rural county.

VERY NEGATIVE. OUR INVENTORY WOULD RAPIDLY INCREASE IN VALUE, ESPECIALLY WITH THE
CURRENT STEEP COMMODITY PRICE ESCALATION (COPPER, ZINC, ETC.) WHICH WOULD PLACE A
SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED TAX LIABILITY ON OUR COMPANY. THIS WOULD LIMIT OUR ABILITY TO
EXPAND AND ADD JOBS.
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